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INTROS and OUTRO

INTRO I 
The background of auriculotherapy  

INTRO II 
The evolution of auriculotherapy

Content At first glance, ear acupuncture makes a confused and not very 
purposeful impression on many: all the cards are somehow different, the 
schools contradict each other. This does not exactly make a therapeutic 
approach credible. 
How did it come to this? The answer lies in the - to a large extent - 
unknown originals according to P. Nogier.


How was auriculotherapy developed? Given the detailed, precise 
localizations of the representations of all major body structures and organs 
on the ear, this is one of the crucial questions for understanding 
auriculotherapy. 
Where did this come from? How did this come about?  
P. Nogier's journey of discovery led him through many key discoveries and 
new localization techniques to the goal of comepleting the method of ear 
acupuncture after more than 20 years....

Lections • Ear acupuncture vs. auriculotherapy

• The original basics of aruiculotherapy

• Why are all the auriculotherapy charts so different?

• Books and charts according to the originals of P. Nogier

• How were the ear somatotopes developed?

• The phases I to VI 

From the cauterization scar to the localization of the nervous 
system.


• The evocation techniques from the pressure dolence to the RAC

Length 40 min 1 h 

Notes On the one hand, it is said - and rightly so - that point localization in 
auriculotherapy should be precise. On the other hand, this is exactly 
where the biggest differences in books and schools lie. 

In our training we adhere 100% to P. Nogier. It was P. Nogier himself who 
developed the somatotopes of the ear to the greatest possible 
differentiation, precision and completeness. This should be the reference 
by which one can then assess differences in maps and schools.

Knowing the history of the discovery and development of the ear 
somatotopes by P. Nogier, we can later understand and weigh all diagnostic 
and therapeutic methods with a better understanding. By knowing the 
spectrum of different technical methods that P. Nogier used, we also get 
some visionary hints on further testing possibilities that we might want to use 
ourselves in the future.



MAIN MODULES

MODULE I 
Musculoskeletal system

MODULE II 
Internal organs, cardiovascular 
system, endocrine system

MODULE III 
Nervous system 

Content This module is about the use of auriculotherapy in 
musculoskeletal disorders. In this context, the main 
techniques of diagnosis and therapy are also 
presented. On the basis of typical indications we 
illustrate a classical treatment scheme.

This module is about the use of auriculotherapy in 
disorders of the internal organs and the endocrine 
system. We revisit the various diagnostic and 
therapeutic methods in their special relation to these 
systems. Using examples, we also present classical 
treatment concepts here.

Auriculotherapy also has great potential in 
disorders of the central and peripheral nervous 
system. This most complex of all body systems 
also presents itself as the most difficult in the ear. 
We show simple, pragmatic approaches how we 
can nevertheless use this potential.

Lections A Localizations

B Diagnosis  
C Therapy  
D Functional points  
E Examples/ Indications

A Localizations

B Diagnosis 

C Therapy 

D Functional points 

E Examples/ Indications

A Localizations

B Zones of influence

C Examples/ Indications

Length 2 h 30 min 1 h 30 min 1 h 10 min

Notes The use of auriculotherapy in musculoskeletal 
disorders is the most common (human medicine). 
The somatotope can be grasped quickly, the 
localizations are easily accessible. There are simple 
treatment schemes that are universally applicable.

The use of auriculotherapy in disorders of the internal 
organs is less common (human medicine), because 
you have to deal a little more with their localization on 
the ear. The use in disorders of the endocrine system 
is rather rare, because the subject itself - regardless of 
auriculotherapy - is left out by many therapists.

The use of auriculotherapy for disorders of the 
peripheral and especially the central nervous 
system is still very rare today. The ear somatotope 
of the nervous system was co-developed by a 
neurologist and is visionary and forward-looking. 
At the same time, the CNS and the vagal system 
are increasingly becoming the focus of attention 
for many diseases, even for complementary 
therapists, so that this area of application will 
become important in the future.



Complementary modules

COMPLEMENT  I 
Diagnostic and therapeutic 
methods in ear acupuncture 
(incl. equipment)

COMPLEMENT II 
The RAC

COMPLEMENT III 
The 10 rules of order of 
auriculotherapy

COMPLEMENT IV 
The Nogier frequencies

Content In this complementary module, all 
diagnostic and therapeutic techniques 
of auriculotherapy including the tools 
necessary for them are presented.

This complementary module is 
exclusively about the technique of the 
Nogier pulse/ the RAC/ the VAS 
(synonyms). This technique was used 
by P. Nogier, but it is not mandatory to 
perform auriculotherapy.

There are simple orientation rules for 
auriculotherapy for diagnosis and 
therapy. These rules also answer 
almost all questions that arise in most 
therapists at the beginning of their 
involvement with auriculotherapy.

This module is about the superordinate 
application possibilities of the Nogier 
frequencies, i.e. their principles of 
action. This also includes the Nogier 
fields on the ear and the 
corresponding master points.

Lections • Equipment (Diagnosis and 
Therapy) - Human


• Equipment (diagnosis and 
therapy) - dog and horse


• Discussion of the different 
diagnostic methods


• Discussion of the different therapy 
methods

• The RAC in medical history

• RAC testing on humans

• RAC testing on animals

• Stimulation /Evocation methods

• Science and interesting 

phenomena

• Training the RAC

• Lateraility

• Active and silent points

• Somatic and functional points

• Toning or sedating?

• Long and short treatment

• Strong and weak point

• Can points migrate?

• Main point or secondary point?

• Turn

• Nogier fields in humans and 
animals


• Primary assignments of the 
Nogier fields


• Superior use of the Nogier 
frequencies


• The master points

Length 2 h 10 min 1 h 45 min 40 min 45 min

Notes We have compiled the methods we use 
in auriculotherapy in a complementary 
module in order not to have to interrupt 
the thematic flow of the course 
(musculoskeletal system - internal 
organs/hormonal system - nervous 
system) with long excursions. In this 
way, you will also have everything you 
need to know about the 
methodological-technical aspect of 
auriculotherapy, without having to 
search for these sections in the main 
modules.

Some participants in this training have 
been working with RAC for a long 
time, some have never heard of it. For 
this reason we offer a separate 
module to learn the RAC. Yes, this is 
also possible via an online course with 
many instructions for practical 
practice. 
You don't have to be able to pulse 
according to Nogier to do ear 
acupuncture. But in the long run it 
makes sense - and it is certainly 
exciting!

You should do this short module quite 
soon at the beginning of the course. 
You will hear it only once, because the 
rules are simple and logical.

Since in auriculotherapy we use the 
Nogier frequencies directly on the ear, 
we have special possibilities of 
regulative influence, which we do not 
have when using them directly over the 
body. Because here we can use the 
"master points" to influence the 
subject or the regulatory level for 
which a frequency field stands.


